
Supporting Realisti OpenMP Appliations on aCommodity Cluster of WorkstationsSeung Jai Min, Ayon Basumallik, Rudolf Eigenmann ?Shool of Eletrial and Computer EngineeringPurdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1285http://www.ee.purdue.edu/ParaMountAbstrat. In this paper, we present tehniques for translating and op-timizing realisti OpenMP appliations on distributed systems. The goalof our projet is to quantify the degree to whih OpenMP an be ex-tended to distributed systems and to develop supporting ompiler teh-niques. Our present ompiler tehniques translate OpenMP programsinto a form suitable for exeution on a Software DSM system. We haveimplemented a ompiler that performs this basi translation, and wehave proposed optimization tehniques that improve the baseline perfor-mane of OpenMP appliations on distributed omputer systems. Ourresults show that, while kernel benhmarks an show high eÆieny forOpenMP programs on distributed systems, full appliations need arefulonsideration of shared data aess patterns. A naive translation (similarto the basi translation done by OpenMP ompilers for SMPs) leads toaeptable performane in very few appliations. We propose optimiza-tions suh as omputation repartitioning, page-aware optimizations, andaess privatization that result in average 70% performane improvementon the SPEC OMPM2001 benhmark appliations.Keywords : OpenMP Appliations, Software Distributed Shared Memory,benhmarks, performane harateristis, optimizations1 IntrodutionOpenMP [1℄ has established itself as an important method and language exten-sion for programming shared-memory parallel omputers. While OpenMP haslear advantages on shared-memory platforms, message passing is today still themost widely-used programming paradigm for distributed-memory omputers. Inthis paper, we explore the suitability of OpenMP for distributed systems as well.? This material is based upon work supported in part by the National Siene Foun-dation under Grant No. 9703180, 9975275, 9986020, and 9974976. Any opinions,�ndings, and onlusions or reommendations expressed in this material are thoseof the authors and do not neessarily reet the views of the National Siene Foun-dation.



Our basi approah is to use a Software DSM (Distributed Shared Memory) sys-tem, whih provides the view of a shared address spae on top of a distributed-memory arhiteture. To this end, we have implemented a ompiler that trans-forms OpenMP programs into Treadmarks Software DSM programs [2℄. Thispaper makes the following spei� ontributions.{ We desribe our ompiler infrastruture that an translate OpenMP appli-ations into Software DSM programs.{ We measure the baseline performane of the appliation-level SPECOMPM2001 benhmarks on a distributed memory system, and we analyzethe performane behavior.{ We present optimization tehniques that enhane the baseline performaneof real OpenMP appliations on distributed memory system.Our work is losely related to the following projets. In [3℄, the authors im-plemented OpenMP on a network of shared memory multiproessors and showedtheir performane using a subset of the SPLASH-2 and NAS benhmark suites,without the help of ompiler optimization. In [4℄, ompiler optimizations havebeen introdued for OpenMP programs on Software DSM. Several reent papershave proposed language extensions. For example, in [5{7℄, the authors desribedata distribution diretives similar to the ones designed for High-PerformaneFortran (HPF) [8℄.From these related e�orts, we found that, while results from small kernelprograms have shown promising performane, little information on the behaviorof realisti OpenMP appliations on Software DSM systems is available. In thispaper, we show how appliation-level benhmarks performs on Software DSMand propose optimization tehniques to improve the speedups. Also, the opti-mization tehniques that we are presenting in this paper use standard OpenMPas input and do not rely on the user's data distribution input.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 will present basi ompiler teh-niques for translating OpenMP into Software DSM programs. Setion 3 willdisuss the performane behavior of suh programs. Setion 4 will present ad-vaned optimizations. In Setion 5, we will quantitatively evaluate our proposedtehniques, followed by onlusions in Setion 6.2 Translating OpenMP Appliations into Software DSMProgramsIn the transition from shared-memory to distributed systems, the major hal-lenge is that eah partiipating node now has its own private address spae,whih is not visible to other nodes. This di�erene in address spaes a�ets theOpenMP translation. In ase of SMPs, implementing OpenMP shared variablesis straightforward, beause all variables are aessible by all threads. By ontrast,in Software DSM systems, all variables are private by default, and shared datahas to be expliitly alloated as suh. This reates a hallenge for the translationof most OpenMP programs, where variables are shared by default. To address
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1 Processor 2 Processor 4 Processor 8 ProcessorFig. 1. Baseline performane of four Fortran 77 and two C benhmarks from the SPECOMPM2001 benhmark suite on 1, 2, 4, and 8 mahines.this hallenge, we have developed a ompiler infrastruture that performs thefollowing translations. First, our ompiler onverts the OpenMP appliation intoa miro-tasking form [9℄. Seond, it onverts OpenMP shared data into the formneessary for Software DSM systems. Also, OpenMP shared data may inludesubroutine-loal variables, whih reside on the proess stak. Staks on one nodeare not visible to other Software DSM nodes. We have developed a ompileralgorithm that identi�es shared variables, using inter-proedural analysis, andhanges their delaration to an expliit alloation in shared spae.3 Performane Evaluation of Real AppliationBenhmarksIn previous work [10℄, we measured the performane of kernel programs to es-timate an upper bound for the performane of OpenMP appliations on oursystem. We also used miro-benhmarks to quantify the performane of spei�OpenMP onstruts. In this setion, we desribe and disuss the measurementsarried out on the baseline performane of real-appliation benhmarks on our



luster. The SPEC OMPM2001 suite of benhmarks [11℄ onsists of realistiOpenMP C and Fortran appliations.To summarize our measurements, we note that a naive transformation of real-isti OpenMP appliations for Software DSM exeution does not give us the de-sired performane. The baseline performane is illustrated in Figure 1. We trans-lated four SPEC OMPM2001 Fortran programs (WUPWISE, SWIM, MGRID,APPLU) using our ompiler and two SPEC OMPM2001 C (ART, EQUAKE)programs by hand. We evaluated the performane on a ommodity luster on-sisting of PentiumII/Linux nodes, onneted via standard Ethernet networks.These benhmark programs are known to exhibit good speedups on shared mem-ory systems [11℄. However, their performane on Software DSM systems showsdi�erent behavior. For Fortran appliations, WUPWISE and MGRID exhibitspeedups, whereas the performane of SWIM and APPLU degrades signi�antly,as the number of proessors inreases. Evidently, porting well-performing shared-memory programs to Software DSM does not neessarily lead to uniformly goodeÆieny. A large part of this performane degradation is due to the fat thatreal-appliation benhmarks have omplex memory aess patterns, whih ausesexpensive shared memory ativity on Software DSM. In Setion 4, we will an-alyze the auses for performane degradation further and propose optimizationtehniques for OpenMP programs on Software DSM systems.4 Advaned OptimizationsThe baseline translation of SPEC OMPM2001 programs, desribed in Setion 3,shows that onverting shared-memory programs to Software DSM programs re-quires optimization. Software DSM implementations have shown aeptable per-formane on kernel programs [2℄. However, kernels di�er from realisti sharedmemory appliations in two essential ways: (1) in terms of shared data aesspatterns and (2) in terms of the size of the shared data spae.A realisti appliation typially onsists of several algorithms that aess theshared data in di�erent ways. These aess patterns may result in inreasedmessage traÆ in the underlying Software DSM layer, whih is expensive from aperformane viewpoint. Kernel programs do not exhibit the omplex aess pat-terns of full-sized appliations and thus do not bring out these additional osts.Seondly, as the size of shared data is inreased, we observed that the ohereneand update traÆ inreased signi�antly. Typial realisti shared memory ap-pliations, suh as the SPEC OMPM2001 appliations, may have data sets thatare in the order of gigabyte.To address the above issues, we have implemented optimizations that fallinto three ategories.{ Computation repartitioning for loality enhanement{ Page aware optimization tehniques{ Shared data spae redution through privatization



!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO k=2, nz-1
       DO i=ist, iend
        DO j=jst, jend
         DO m=1, 5
          rsd(m,i,j,k)=...
          ...
         ENDDO
        ENDDO
       ENDDO
      ENDDO
      ...
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO j=jst, jend
       DO i=ist, iend
        DO k=2, nz-1
         DO m=1, 5
          rtmp(m,k)=rsd(m,i,j,k)-...
          ...
         ENDDO
        ENDDO
       ENDDO
      ENDDO
      ...
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

!$OMP PARALLEL
      DO k=2, nz-1
       DO i=ist, iend
!$OMP DO
        DO j=jst, jend
         DO m=1, 5
          rsd(m,i,j,k)=...
          ...
         ENDDO
        ENDDO
!$OMP ENDDO
       ENDDO
      ENDDO
      ...
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO j=jst, jend
       DO i=ist, iend
        DO k=2, nz-1
         DO m=1, 5
          rtmp(m,k)=rsd(m,i,j,k)-...
          ...
         ENDDO
        ENDDO
       ENDDO
      ENDDO
      ...
!$OMP END PARALLEL

(a) original code (b) after computation repartitioningFig. 2. Computation Repartitioning: subroutine RHS from APPLU4.1 Computation RepartitioningPage-based Software DSM systems implement onsisteny by exhanging in-formation at the page level. Between synhronization points, the partiipatingnodes exhange information about whih nodes wrote into eah page. A nodethat writes to a page in shared memory thus beomes the temporary ownerof that partiular page. A page ould have multiple temporary owners if thereare multiple nodes writing to the same page between synhronization points.The way this ownership hanges during the program may signi�antly a�et theexeution time for the appliation.For example, the main loop in APPLU ontains seven parallel DO-loops. Allthese parallel DO-loops aess a shared array rsd(m,i,j,k). Five of these sevenparallel DO-loops partition array rsd using the outer most index k. One loop doesblok partitioning, using both i and j indies and the other partitions using the jindex. Thus, the main loop of APPLU has four aess pattern hanges per everyloop iteration. Figure 2 illustrates the hange in aess patterns between twoof these loops. This aess pattern hange will inur a large number of remotenode requests in the seond parallel loop. To avoid ineÆient aess patterns,the program needs to be seletive about whih nodes touh whih portions of thedata. For example, the ode may have a onsistent aess pattern aross loops,



if the inner j-loop is partitioned instead of the outermost k-loop in the �rst loopnest. Figure 2 (b) shows the resulting ode after omputation repartitioning.This optimization requires the ompiler's ability to detet further parallelismin the loop nest. We used the Polaris parallelizing ompiler for this purpose [12℄.However, not all loop nests allow this optimization beause some inner loopsannot be parallelized. We applied various tehniques, suh as adding redun-dant omputation, to enable omputation repartitioning throughout the wholeprogram.4.2 Page Aware Optimizations
!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO 200 J=1,N
      DO 200 I=1,M
      UNEW(I+1,J) = ...
      VNEW(I,J+1) = ...
      PNEW(I,J)   = ...
  200 CONTINUE
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

      DO 210 J=1, N
      UNEW(1,J) = UNEW(M+1,J)
      VNEW(M+1,J+1) = VNEW(1,J+1)
      PNEW(M+1,J) = PNEW(1,J)
  210 CONTINUE

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO 200 J=1,N
      DO 200 I=1,M
      UNEW(I+1,J) = ...
      VNEW(I,J+1) = ...
      PNEW(I,J)   = ...
  200 CONTINUE
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
      DO 210 J=1, N
      UNEW(1,J) = UNEW(M+1,J)
      VNEW(M+1,J+1) = VNEW(1,J+1)
      PNEW(M+1,J) = PNEW(1,J)
  210 CONTINUE
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO

(a)original code (b)after page aware optimizationFig. 3. Page Aware Opitmization: subroutine CALC2 from SWIMPage-aware optimizations use the knowledge that the Software DSM main-tains oherene at the page granularity. We will desribe two types of page-awareoptimizations. First, we transform a shared array by padding, so that array par-titioning aross nodes plaes the partitions at page boundaries. For example,onsider an array U(m,i,j,k) of size U(5,61,61,60). The array type is double pre-ision (size of a double preision number is 8 bytes in our system). If the ompilerpartitions this array U using the index j in the parallel region, then padding the�rst and the seond dimension of U will produe U(8,64,61,60). After padding,the size of the shared array U inreases slightly. However, the boundaries ofpartitioned array hunks are now aligned with the page boundaries. This opti-mization redues false sharing around the boundaries of partitioned shared datahunks.The seond page-aware optimization deals with the page shape. In a olumn-major language suh as Fortran, a proess that writes a olumn in a two dimen-sional array will touh muh fewer pages than a proess that writes a row. As



an example, let A be a 2-D array of size 1024x1024 and its elements are 4 bytesintegers. If the size of the page in Software DSM is 4 KB, then eah olumn ofA an be mapped to a page. Thus, there are 1024 pages oupying orrespond-ing 1024 olumns in A. If a node writes a olumn in A, then only one page isa�eted. On the other hand, writing a single row in A touhes all the pagesowned by all the partiipating nodes. This senario is illustrated in Figure 3. Inthis �gure, there is an OpenMP parallel loop followed by a serial loop. In theparallel loop, eah node writes to its partitioned bloks of the shared arrays andthus temporarily owns the pages in its partition. Then the master node opies asingle row to another row for eah shared array in the serial loop and in e�et,touhes all the pages for these shared arrays. Subsequently, when these sharedarrays are read by the hild nodes, eah hild node has to request updates fromthe master node. This inurs substantial overhead, whih an be avoided if theseond loop is exeuted in parallel. In the original benhmark ode, the seondloop is a serial loop, even though it an be parallelized. This is beause paral-lelizing a small loop is not always pro�table in shared memory programming.Thus, this optimization highlights a di�erene of optimization strategy betweenshared and distributed memory environments.4.3 Privatization OptimizationThis optimization is aimed at reduing the size of the shared data spae thatmust be managed by the Software DSM system. Potentially, all variables thatare read and written within parallel regions are shared variables and must beexpliitly delared as suh. However, we have found that a signi�ant number ofsuh variables are "read-only" within the parallel regions. Furthermore, we haveobserved that, for ertain shared arrays, di�erent nodes read and write disjointparts of the array. We refer to these variables as single-owner data. In the ontextof the OpenMP program, these are shared variables. However, in the ontext of aSoftware DSM implementation, instanes of both an be privatized with ertainpreautions. The �rst bene�t of privatization stems from the fat that aess toa private variable is typially faster than aess to a shared variable, even if aloally ahed opy of the shared variable is available. This is beause aessesto shared variables need to trigger ertain ohereny and bookkeeping ationswithin the Software DSM. The seond important bene�t of privatization is thee�et on eliminating false sharing. The overall ohereny overhead is also reduedbeause ohereny has to be now maintained for a smaller shared data size.5 ResultsWe applied the desribed optimizations by hand to several of the SPECOMPM2001 benhmarks and ahieved marked performane improvements. Fig-ure 4 shows the �nal performane obtained by the baseline translation and sub-sequent optimizations. We present the speedups for four Fortran odes (WUP-WISE, SWIM, MGRID, APPLU) and two C benhmarks (EQUAKE, ART).
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Fig. 4. Performane of four Fortran 77 and two C benhmarks from the SPECOMPM2001 benhmark suite on 1, 2, 4, and 8 mahines.In one of the Fortran odes, WUPWISE, the baseline translation alreadyhad aeptable speedup, and so we did not apply further optimizations. For thethree other Fortran odes, SWIM, MGRID, and APPLU, we obtained signi�antperformane improvements with omputation repartitioning and page-aware opti-mizations. In SWIM, appliation of the page-aware optimization shown in �gure 3improved the performane dramatially. We slightly enhaned the performaneof MGRID by applying omputation repartitioning. APPLU, whih shows oneof the most omplex aess patterns among the Fortran appliations, has beenoptimized using both omputation repartitioning and page-aware optimizations.The baseline of APPLU performs better with two than with four proessors. Inthis appliation, the shared array rsd(m,i,j,k) is blok partitioned using both iand j indies so that rsd is partitioned aording to the index j on two proes-



sors, and is further partitioned using the index i on four proessors, and againusing the index j on eight proessors and so on. Partitioning using the index iresults in multiple nodes writing to a single page and thus auses false sharing.Therefore, whenever rsd is partitioned aording to the inner index i, it su�ersa performane drop owing to the inreased false sharing. Sine the optimizedversion for APPLU always partitions rsd using the index j, it not only avoidsthis inonsistent speedup, but also shows muh better overall performane.For the C appliations, ART showed improved performane after privatizingseveral arrays that were not delared as private in the original ode. In EQUAKE,we derived bene�t from making ertain parallel loops dynamially sheduled,though the original OpenMP diretives spei�ed stati sheduling.The average baseline speedup of six appliations is 1.87 and the average op-timized performane is 3.17 on 8 proessors. Thus, our proposed optimizations,omputation repartitioning, page-aware optimizations, and aess privatizationresult in average 70% performane improvement on our SPEC OMPM2001benhmarks.6 ConlusionsIn this paper, we have desribed our experienes with the automati translationand further hand-optimization of realisti OpenMP appliations on a ommodityluster of workstations. We have demonstrated that, for these appliations, theOpenMP programming paradigm may be extended to distributed systems. Wehave disussed issues arising in the automati translation of OpenMP applia-tions for Software DSM. We have then presented several program optimizationsfor page-based Software DSM systems. In our performane studies, we havefound that a baseline ompiler translation, similar to the one used for OpenMPon SMP mahines, yields speedups for some of the odes but unaeptable per-formane for others. After applying the proposed optimizations - omputationrepartitioning, page-aware optimizations, and aess privatization - we observedsigni�ant improvements in performane. In the next phase of our projet, weintend to use expliit message-passing in onjuntion with Software DSM andinvestigate the e�ets of our optimizations in this hybrid approah.Referenes1. OpenMP Forum, \OpenMP: A Proposed Industry Standard API for Shared Mem-ory Programming," Teh. Rep., Ot. 1997.2. S. Dwarkadas P. Keleher H. Lu R. Rajamony W. Yu C. Amza, A.L. Cox andW. Zwaenepoel, \Treadmarks: Shared memory omputing on networks of work-stations," IEEE Computer, vol. 29, no. 2, pp. 18{28, February 1996.3. H. Lu, Y. C. Hu, and W. Zwaenepoel, \OpenMP on network of workstations," inPro. of Superomputing'98, 1998.4. Mitsuhisa Sato, Motonari Hirano, Yoshio Tanaka, and Satoshi Sekiguhi, \Om-niRPC: A Grid RPC Faility for Cluster and Global Computing in OpenMP," in
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